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B'Rosh Hashanah YiKatayvoon Oo-b'Yom Tsom Keppur Yichataymoon  

 

On Rosh Hashanah it is written and on Yom Kippur it is sealed. 

 

How many shall leave this world and how many shall be born into it, who shall live and who 

shall die, who shall live out the limit of their days and who shall not. 

 

NEVER TAKE ANY ONE FOR GRANTED. 

 

Since last year’s Yom Kipper, my parents both passed. My mother, Marlene Marcus, Malkah Bat 

Yizrael V’Miriam z’l on the fourth day of Hanukah, my father, Jack Marcus, Yitchak ben Areah 

V’Shrpinza z’l, a Holocaust survivor, four weeks later. They both lived out the limit of their 

days. I miss them dearly this first time through the holidays. And I so appreciate the support and 

caring shown during Shivah by our TBZ community here. 

 

Seven weeks ago, Wendy, David and I had a terrible scare. We were on a family bonding bike 

ride in Concord. On a board walk five feet above a ravine, Wendy lost her balance at a curve. 

Close to the edge, she put down her foot but there was no board walk to steady on. I watched her 

tumble down, head first, five feet while her legs still hugged the bike above. She twisted as she 

fell.  On impact, her legs faced forward and her head faced backward. She instantly felt 

excruciating pain. She looked up at me. I feared she broke her neck, back or even worse. By 
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some miracle, her impact was softened by a bed of forest overgrowth. She suffered just a 

healable broken left arm and back injury. She is and is going to be fine. Wendy’s resilience, 

courage and love will always inspire me. “Who shall live.” 

 

Never take ANY ONE for granted. 

 

Never take ANY THING for granted.  

 

Since Rosh Hashanah, I visited Texas to meet leaders of the Hurricane Harvey response and 

recovery. I saw a portion of the horrible devastation. People in moments lost all their worldly 

possessions. There is something sacred about the comfort and safety of your home. The 

memories tied to mementoes. The grounding tied to things that are part of daily living. For those 

people and people in Louisiana, Florida, Puerto Rico and the Caribbean Islands, those places and 

things are gone. 

 

Never take ANY THING for granted. 

 

And never take ANY COMMUNITY for granted. 

 

We are uniquely blessed here at TBZ. This is a remarkable community. In so many ways, it is 

special in its spiritual life, for the marvelous people who surround us, in the commitment we feel 

to together, for the people who lead and inspire us. What is it? 

 

As you may know, I study leaders in times of crisis. Katrina, H1N1, the Gulf oil spill and of 

course, the Boston Marathon bombings.  

 

The bombings were a tragedy. Four people lost their lives. Many were left with life scarring 

injuries. 
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However, what we found among the leadership was remarkable. There were many successes in 

the response. 264 people were injured, some grievously, yet all survived. That was no accident – 

leadership. The bad guys were caught in 102 hours. The city – Boston Strong! – was truly 

resilient. 

 

In our interviews, we came upon a surprising discovery. In Boston, there was no one leader in 

charge of the overall operation. The leaders each had charge of their own organization. However, 

together, they worked with uncommon collaboration. This was curious. 

 

As we puzzled, we came upon the field of “Swam Intelligence” which studies how ants, bees and 

other creatures accomplish complex decision making and endeavors with no one of them in 

charge. It is an outcome of instinctual principles, rules and methods of communication that are 

part of their inbred makeup. 

 

We then wondered: Could we find analogous principles and guidelines among the Marathon 

response leaders? We culled through our interview notes looking for patterns and clues. Five 

principles emerged: 

 

1. Unity of mission – it was for these leaders, Save Lives! 

2. Generosity of spirit and action – these leaders and people across the community were 

willing and eager to help one another. 

3. Stay in your lanes, doing your job, and help others to succeed in theirs. How can I make 

you a success? 

4. No ego – no blame. No one took credit for their success together. No one pointed fingers 

when problems arose. 

5. A foundation of trusting relations – these leaders knew and had confidence in one 

another. 
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After we put these five principles together, we called the leaders. They told us, “Yes, this 

describes what we were doing though we did not know it at the time.” 

 

We humans sometimes forget that we share many instincts with other, less intelligent beings. We 

humans too possess swarm intelligence: we are fundamentally social beings. We naturally need 

one another, care for one another, connect with one another. It was a crisis that led to the 

discovery, though, the phenomenon actually is part of our everyday living and interacting. It is 

inbred in us. 

 

So, TBZ. My friends, this community too is a swarm. You find the same principles here: 1) a 

tremendous sense of spiritual unity and commitment to one another. 2) Generosity of spirit and 

action for others and for our community. 3) How can I help you succeed in your spiritual quest 

and life transition events, both joyous and sad. 4) No ego – our Presidents don’t sit up on the 

Bima – no blame, we believe in tshuva, and 5) a marvelous foundation of trusting relationships.  

 

And within the big swarm, we have swarmlets, of young people, kids, older people. It is a 

marvelous and warm sense of purpose and belonging. If you are new to TBZ or old and haven’t 

yet felt this here, keep trying.  We want you in our swarm, for all its passion, and caring and 

loving. 

 

Now: Every swarm needs its nest. THIS is our nest. Which brings me to the point of our TBZ 

appeal today. 

 

There is no one, other than all of us together, the members and friends of TBZ, who can provide 

the financial support – the sustenance - we need in order to grow and thrive. We and only we are 

the stewards of this holy community, this swarm. 

 

Imagine what we’ve just done in just one year.  Look in back of you and up. The Reb Moshe and 

Anne Waldoks Life Long Learning Center is a reality today.  
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We made that all happen on our own.  And because we made that happen, we fell short of our 

High Holiday appeal last year.   

 

We can’t let that happen this year.  

 

Generosity of spirit and action. The gift you make today supports what goes on inside this 

beautiful building-our day-to day operations, our wonderful Rabbis, our joy-filled celebrations, 

our peaceful Shabbatot, our adult programming, our staff and building maintenance. Our swarm. 

 

Your gift supports everything that you love about TBZ- a community that prays joyfully, 

wrestles with tradition, pursues justice and carries out deeds of loving kindness.  

 

So that every person who wants to be part of our community can participate with us, TBZ is 

committed to never turn anyone away due to financial circumstances.  

Dues and fees at TBZ cover only about 70% of our annual budget. We need to raise at least 

$170,000 in this appeal today just to break even.  

 

So, as stewards of this community please dig deep into your hearts and pocketbooks and think 

about a personally meaningful amount- and for those who are able, think about giving beyond 

what you gave last year.  

 

This will mean some of us may give $50.00 or $100.00, some $1,000. And it’s essential for some 

of us who can give $3,000, $5,000 or more. But we all give something.  

 

So here’s what we need you to do. Please peel off the sticker from your tickets and place the 

sticker on the pledge card that was on your seat when you came in. Fold down the amount you 

are able to give and put the card in the envelope. Someone will be by with a basket in just a few 

minutes to pick them up.  
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Some of the stickers may not come off easily. If that’s the case, please just put your ticket in the 

envelope with your pledge card. And don’t worry about coming in tomorrow. You will get in. 

 

We can’t take this community for granted. It is up to us, and only to us, to ensure its vitality and 

its sustenance.  

 

Thank you and Gmar Chatimah Tova! 

 


